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Abstract. To perform experiments on the Laser Megajoule (LMJ) [1, 2], plastic 
microshells are developped. These microshells have to be as perfect as possible with 
respect to surface quality, wall thickness and spherical uniformities, and rigorous 
elemental composition. A charge-coupled-device, based on X-ray radiography 
instrument, is used in target metrology where sample density precludes the use of 
optical techniques [3]. Some dimensional accuracy requirements on microshell 
components, especially on the roughness of both the outer and the inner surface are 
characterized by X-ray radiography. In this paper, new developments on phase 
contrast characterization using an X-ray digital radiographic system are detailed. 
Phase contrast appears on the outer and on the inner surfaces of microshells. The 
nature and the origin of the phase contrast are studied. The aim of this study is to 
characterize geometrical defects on each surface of microshells. 

 

 

Introduction 

 

The Laser Megajoule (LMJ) [1, 2] project runs physics experiments thanks to the 
interaction between high energy laser beams and a specific laser target. These laser targets 
are microshells which have to be as perfect as possible with respect to surface quality, wall 
thickness and spherical uniformities, and rigorous elemental composition. 
 
These microshells are made of anamorphous hydrogenated carbon. The internal radius of 
these microshells is designed about 1 mm and the thickness is close to 170 µm.  Optical 
techniques like interferometry are used to characterize the outer surface. X-ray radiography 
permits to observe the inner surface and the thickness of the microshell and proceeding by 
angular rotating steps of 0.1°, to characterize the whole inner surface.    

 
In this paper, new developments on X-rays phase contrast for microshells’ material and 
dimension characterization are detailed. The nature and the origin of this phenomenon are 
studied to characterize geometrical defects on each surface of microshell. 
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1. Digital system for X-ray radiography  

Standard X-ray radiography allows generally to measure opaque samples with large 
dimensions. But there are few systems able to characterize millimetric or micrometric 
samples with low contrast or density.  
To get X-ray images, an X-ray sensor is coupled with a microfocus X-ray source. This X-
ray sensor is made of a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera and an intensifier. 

 
The microfocus X-ray source can provide a resolution less than 1 µm using a tube voltage 
range from 20 kV to 110 kV with a LaB6 anode and a W cathode. The use of the LaB6 
anode which provides dense X-ray beams allows observing plastic samples with low 
density. The intensifier has a dynamic range of 12 bits (i.e. 4096 grayscale levels) and the 
internal frame frequency is 42 ms. Then 24 images can be recorded in one second 
optimizing the noise to signal ratio.  

 
The intensifier with this microfocus X-ray source enables to realize conventional X-ray 
radiography. Our first goal is the measurement of the micrometric sample with high 
precision. Thus the sample support is designed with 4 motorized stages (3 for Cartesian 
movements and 1 for rotation movements). The stages for x-, y- and z-translation have 
0.1 µm accuracy and the rotation stage has 0.1° accuracy. The Figure 1 shows the global 
X-ray radiography system. 

 
 

 
Figure 1 : X-ray radiography system 
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Figure 2 is a scheme of the system used to x-ray microshells. X-rays are emitted by the 
source S, cross the object O. If the object shifts the phase component of the x-ray wave and 
is absorbent, on the plane P1 there is the only-absorption image and on the plane P2 (under 
certain circumstances) absorption and phase contrast occur. 

 

Figure 2: Scheme of the system used to x-ray microshells. 

 

2. X-ray source  

Radiography depends on the energy of the emitted photons by the x-ray source, the material 
absorption strength, which is a function of photon energy, material density and elemental 
composition. Our level of knowledge of the x-ray spectrum, its attenuation through the 
sample and the sensor response, is relevant to understand the origin and the formation of 
phase contrast. To reach a sufficient accuracy for the microshell’s characterization, the x-
ray spectrum has to be tight and stable as possible in the low ranges of energies (between 5 
and 30 keV). That means the number of x-ray photons must be constant and concentrated in 
a tight range of low energies.  

 
The x-rays generator emits a polychromatic beam (see Figure 3). The spectrum of our 
L10711 source on Figure 3 is the number of photons versus energy (keV). There are 3 
spectral peaks at 8.25 keV, 9.60 keV and 11.18 keV which are characteristic of tungsten.  

 

 
Figure 3: Example of L10711 generator spectrum 
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3. Phase contrast phenomenum 

For microshell characterization, information on geometrical shape and on material 
composition is contained in the phase contrast phenomenon. The digital X-ray radiography 
system is designed to determine this information which cannot be obtained when using an 
usual contact radiography.  
 
Contact radiographic imagery is mainly based upon the absorption of the studied material. 
Thanks to this absorption, it is possible to consider a map of the attenuation through the 
material [4]. For x-ray, the intensity on the image obtained after crossing a homogeneous 
material is a function of attenuation and thickness, and is given by the Beer Lambert’s law: 

                                      � = ���
���      Eq. #1 

with  �� the emitted intensity, 
� the intensity on the sensor,  
� the attenuation, 
x the crossed distance. 
 

It is well known that if the radiographic beam has low energy and the crossed material is 
low density, phase contrast phenomenon may appear, depending on interferences between 
x-rays on the detector plane. In other words, phase contrast can appear due to the 
diffraction of little angles. 

 
In our case the conditions of phase contrast – low density object and source with low 
energy spectrum – are reached. Therefore, to demonstrate the presence of phase contrast 
and to quantify its effects, the difference between the theoretical profile of the absorption 
and the experimental profile, located at the interfaces between materials, will be calculated. 
 
To illustrate this, superposed slides of CH are considered. They are supposed not perfectly 
overlapping in order to observe the X-ray absorption for each slide (Figure 4). The 
theoretical absorbed energy on the sensor is function of the thickness and hence of the 
number of crossed slides.  
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Figure 4: Radiography of superposed slides of CH (a) and study (b, c) of mean profile of lines from 500 to 
520 extracted from this radiography (a). 

Thanks to the Eq. #1, the energy on the sensor’s plane is computed and compared to the 
experimental energy. The phase contrast is clearly visible on Figure 4 and is characterized 
by overshoots that are not explained by the absorption model. 
 
A characterized capsule of CH doped with Germanium [5] is taken to confirm the first 
deduction and to illustrate the effect of the phase contrast on a microshell, which is the 
main objective (Figure 5). The theoretical receipted energy on the sensor for a perfect 
microshell which has been crossed by a plan x-rays beam is computed using Beer 
Lambert’s law and hence using only absorption of materials. This microshell is supposed to 
be made of four homogeneous layers.  
 
The crossed distance inside the microshell for each thickness is obtained from simple 
geometric considerations, so thanks to the Eq. #1, the energy on the sensor’s plane is 
calculated. Now, the theoretical absorption has to be subtracted to the experimental image. 
The result is given on Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Radiography of the thickness of microshell (a) and study (b, c) of mean profile of lines from 595 to 

605 extracted from this radiography (a). 

From the 900th pixel to the end, it seems the theoretical curve does not fit the experimental 
curve. This issue – probably due to a bad identification of the attenuation coefficient - will 
be studied in the future. 
Positive and negative abrupt variations of energy are observed, at distances 50 and 760 
pixels. The positive variation at 50 is over the theoretical curve of absorption and the 
negative variation at 760 is under the theoretical curve. 
 
The phase contrast is hidden by absorption dynamic of the microshell. The variations 
appear to be caused by phase contrast. Phase contrast is demonstrated. 
 
4. Analysis of phase contrast 

The analysis of this phenomenon and related techniques are relatively recent. Before these 
improvements, only synchrotron could perform phase contrast imagery on micro-objects 
with relevant results. Nowadays, x-rays systems could be used to generate phase contrast 
image. For example, there are often used in medical imaging [6]. 

 
Phase contrast is due to interferences between x-rays on the detector plane. When x-rays 
cross an object with low absorption materials – otherwise it does not result a significant 
phase contrast – the x-rays are scattered depending on the material. The interfaces, thus, 
induce phase contrast. Moreover, to observe the phase contrast on the image, a minimum 
distance object-detector is needed. In fact, if the detector is located just after the object, the 
absorption is only observed. Furthermore, Bronnikov [7] describes different spatial zones:   
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•  if the distance between the object and the detector is lower than 
	


�
 , with D the 

diameter of the object and � the wavelength, phase contrast is visible. This area is 
called Fresnel zone. 

•  if the distance between the object and the detector is greater than 
	


�
, other technics 

have to be used. This paper will not deal with these technics. 

The phase contrast is studied in the close area, i.e. very lower than 
	


�
. 

The major wavelengths of our system are 1.5 ⋅ 10��� m (8.25 keV) and 1.29 ⋅ 10��� m (9.6 
keV). Diameters of objects are between 500 µm and 2 mm. They correspond respectively to 
1935 m and 30969 m for 500 µm and 1663 m and 26614 m for 2 mm. The distance object-
detector in our system is about 0.5 m, so the system is in the close area. This explains why 
the phase contrast is visible with our system. Therefore, a starting point to study the phase 
contrast on microshells is the diffraction theory based on Fresnel principle. 
 
For each of the following images (Figure 6 & Figure 7), a selected longitudinal section is 
showed. The grayscale (similar to the energy) versus pixel position is then plotted. On each 
figure, the selected longitudinal section denotes the area where X-rays cross interfaces 
between air and the microshell’s thickness. Vertical dashed lines represent both outer and 
inner interface of the microshell. 
 

 
Figure 6: CHSi microshell’s radiography, 533 µm of diameter and 40 µm of thickness; and grayscale in 
function of pixel distance of a microshell’s radiography longitudinal section.  

 

 
Figure 7: CHGe microshell’s radiography, 560 µm of diameter and 41 µm of thickness; and grey level in 
function of pixel distance of a microshell’s radiography longitudinal section. 

Abrupt variation can be observed on Figure 6. It denotes a phase contrast and so an 
interface. The interface between the outside of the microshell and the thickness of the 
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microshell is located at the 26th pixel on the selected longitudinal section. The variation of 
grayscale starts at 6800 and ends at 6150 for about 7 pixels. The interface between the 
thickness of the microshell and the inside of the microshell is located at the 92th pixel on the 
selected longitudinal section. The variation of grayscale starts at 7000 and ends at 7650 for 
about 7 pixels. 

 
On Figure 7, locations of interfaces are difficult to distinguish. In fact there is no abrupt 
variation on grayscale. Although on Figure 6, a phase contrast is observed, on Figure 7, it 
seems that the phase contrast is too small to be observed or there is no phase contrast. The 
intensity of phase contrast depends of the object: its dimensions and its composition. 

 

Conclusion 

    
Information on the geometrical shape of each surface of the microshell and on the material 
composition is contained in the phase contrast. In this paper, the evidence that our 
experimentation system produces images with phase contrast has been realized. Therefore, 
the inner surface and the global thickness can be known, with accuracy.    
 
Some difficulties have occurred as the incoherence of the beam - due to the source which is 
not a point - which induces fuzzy errors on final result. To acquire a relative coherence, the 
source has to be small and the scale between the source and the object has to be large. With 
technology and sciences improvements, it can be expected that x-rays generator, provide a 
sufficiently precise beam, which could be exploited. To enhance the observation of the 
phase contrast on x-rays pictures, a x-rays camera with a low energy sensitive scintillator 
will replace the sensor now implemented. 

 
According to S.W. Wilkins & al. in [8], three ways exist to find quantitative phase contrast, 
the optical approach (for ex. Kirchhoff formulation with Fresnel dispersion), transfer 
intensity equation [9] and forms of resolution of Maxwell’s equations. Phase contrast could 
give very sharp information on material and geometry of crossed material which may 
improve on results of only-absorption radiography [6]. 
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